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. . there were always these beautiful pieces of art that did make you stop and actually look at the world.” The game was not censored in any way; all of the more sexual content is visible to the player, and some of it is even accessed through touch controls that were not present in the original. The game has a multiplayer mode, where players compete with each other on missions. The mission structure is
based on military games such as Battlefield 1942, giving the game a more tactical approach to game play. The developers used Kickstarter to help finance the development of the game, which was released on Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 in May 2015. The multiplayer beta was released on August 2, 2015. Mirror's Edge Catalyst was released for Microsoft Windows on October 21,
2015, and it was released for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on February 25, 2016. Reception Critical reception Mirror's Edge Catalyst was met with a mixed response from critics. At review aggregation website Metacritic, the PC version holds an aggregate score of 75/100 based on 24 reviews, the Xbox One version 77/100 based on 4 reviews, and the PlayStation 4 version 72/100 based on 13 reviews.
GameSpot gave the game a 7.5/10, stating that "Mirror's Edge Catalyst is an enjoyable return to form for a series that's defined by its grace, and some of its new features are genuinely useful." Eurogamer gave the game a 4/10, stating "The core conceit has been explored so many times in other games that it feels trite. There's not a single thing you can do here that hasn't already been done elsewhere."
The Escapist awarded the game with a 3.5/5, calling it "fun and satisfying", but criticizing the lack of multiplayer and the ending. Hardcore Gamer also gave the game a 3.5/5, commenting that "some tweaks and new ideas, as well as an amazing original story and set pieces, makes this one of the best Mirror's Edge games yet." IGN awarded the game with a 7.2/10, praising the improved graphics, but
stating that the game lacks the character that made the original game so great, with the article's writer stating that "The problems set in [the first game] are still here with the sequel, but the new additions elevate the experience significantly. The developers have added a new combat system that allows for greater strategic depth while also keeping combat fast and responsive. 82157476af
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